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“COMMUNICATING HOPE AND TRUST IN OUR TIME.” - POPE FRANCIS

CAAP allocates fund
for Borongan Airport
By Eden Cidro

FUNDS have been allocated for
the extension of the runway of the
Borongan Airport.

Congressman Ben Evardone said that he
lobbied before the House Committee on
Appropriations for additional funds for the
project to be included in the 2018 budget of
the Department of Transportation.
For this year, the Civil Aviation Authority
of the Philippines (CAAP) has allocated
P30M for the same project, including the
construction of a perimeter fence but
Evardone requested that the fund be used
for the runway extension.
Aside from the CAAP fund, there is also an
allocation for the same project in the 2017
budget of the Department of Transportation,
which hopefully will be implemented this year.
The Borongan airport runway is only
1,200 meters long, which is short of the
1,500 meters minimum requirement set by
the CAAP to ensure the safety of planes and
passengers.
The congressman said that with these
allocations, he is positive that the runway
extension project will be finished next year.
Meanwhile the CAAP also committed
to widen the access road to the Borongan
airport in Punta Maria.
This is a step closer to the fulfilment of the
Estehanons’ dream for the resumption of
flights to Borongan.
According to Congressman Evardone he
talked with Philippine airlines President
Jaime Bautista who said that they will
study the “viability” of opening a route to
Borongan, possibly from Clark in Pampanga.
Este News also learned from the Borongan
City Tourism office that Air Juan, a registered
scheduled and non-scheduled domestic
airline is also studying the possibility of
opening flights to Borongan.
But more than the physical improvement
of the airport, airline companies need to be
assured of passengers coming in and out of
the city.
The congressman said that it is important
to develop the province’s tourism industry,
finish important infrastructures and make
sure that airlines will offer competitive
airfares that can attract passengers.

THE winners of Binibining Baysay Borongan Teen 2017. Miss Mary Cris Apelado got the crown. Miss Gabrielle Basiano, 1st Runner-up. Miss Natasja Apar, 2nd Runner-up. This local
beauty pageant now on its 4th year is organized by the Borongan LGU and the Fiesta Executive Committee. (Alren Beronio / Este News)

Picardal assumes acting governor
BORONGAN CITY, September 2, 2017–Vice
Governor Marcelo Ferdinand Picardal is now
acting governor of the province.
Picardal assumed office last Friday August
25, after Governor Conrado Nicart filed a
leave of absence for medical reasons.
In an interview, Picardal said that his priority is to make sure that provincial employees will receive their salaries and wages on
time.
His other important concerns is for the
provincial government to be able to deliver
efficient health services especially to make

sure that medicines will be available in government hospitals.
He will also push for tourism development
and livelihood for Eastern Samarenos.
Acting Governor Picardal said that the
provincial government will be coming up
with strategies to ensure that indigent patients will get free medicines.
He also said that per information, bidding
for the procurement of medicines for the
3rd and 4th quarters of this year is done and
they are just waiting for the deliveries.
“Next year the budget for medicines will

increase to P50M, hopefully we won’t be
having the same problems we have now.”, he
added.
In livelihood development, he said that
there is already an agreement between the
provincial government and TESDA to make
the provincial motorpool as a TESDA training center.
A mobile training center will also be given
to the provincial government which can be
used to train Eastern Samareños who would
want to learn skills needed for employment
PICARDAL - A8

ESSU to host anew int’l confab
on disaster management
BORONGAN CITY, September 4, 2017-The Eastern Samar State University will
again host the International Conference
on Integrative Disaster Risk Reduction
Management.
This will be the fourth conference
since it was launched four years ago.
It will be held on September 4-6, at the
main campus.
The conference aims to help answer
issues regarding safety and security
during strong typhoons and other
natural calamities that affect the
province.
They saw the need to talk about these

after the destruction brought about by
super typhoon Yolanda.
The theme for this year’s conference
is “Managing our Future by Managing
Disasters”.
It will focus on “innovative ideas
aimed at addressing change and
complexity associated with resolving
man-made and natural calamities”.
During the conference, research
driven programs will be presented.
These papers will focus on four thematic
areas namely: risk assessment, risk
management, disaster response and
DISASTER - A8
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Drug war turns diocese into ‘killing field’

Bishop Pablo Virgilio David of Kalookan

MANILA— A Catholic bishop said
that the Duterte administration’s
war on drugs has turned his diocese
into a “killing field”.
Bishop Pablo Virgilio David
of Kalookan said he was deeply
bothered by the spate of
extrajudicial killings in the diocese
which covers the cities of Caloocan,
Navotas and Malabon.
“To be honest, I have lost
count. They are just too many… I
have heard it many times during
confession, which I cannot disclose
to the public,” David said in a press
briefing on Wednesday.
The prelate noted that the number
of victims from vigilante-style or
unexplained killings is much higher
compared to those from legitimate
police operations.
In the past, he said that 60 percent
of the fatalities were victims of
summary executions while the
remaining 40 percent were killed in
encounters with police.
Lately, however, he said that
the number of those killed by
unidentified assailants already rose
to 80 percent.
“We don’t know who they are. They
roam around our streets, especially

in informal settler communities
almost every night. I don’t know why
they are invisible,” David said.
The incoming vice president of
the Catholic Bishops’ Conference
of the Philippines also called for
witnesses and vital information to
solve the murder cases.
He said it’s about time to speak
up and come out in the open
by taking a cue from the family
of slain Grade 11 student Kian
Delos Santos who strongly fight
for justice.
“We plead with them to please
come out. But can I blame them if
they are not willing to because of
fear for their lives? But now, I am
happy that at least there is one case
where the witness are testifying,”
he said.
At the same time, he called on
the police authorities to do their
job as law enforcers and protector
of human rights.
“I will never condemn the whole
institution for the mistakes of
some… but they should cooperate
because that means you are
also preserving the integrity of
your institution,” David added.
(CBCPNews)

Church’s rehab program, a concrete response
MANILA—With outrage simmering over
the Duterte administration’s war on illegal
drugs, the Church in the Philippines has been
extending concrete assistance to people
in the form of Sanlakbay, a rehabilitation
program for drug dependents.
As a response to the increasing number
of drug surrenderees, the Diocese of
Manila, headed by Cardinal Luis Antonio
Tagle, launched the Sanlakbay program in
October 2016 that aims to rehabilitate drug
dependents and help them lead sustainable
lives after the program.
In a CBCPNews Conversations episode,
Ilsa Reyes, DZMM Salitang Buhay host and
one of the key people in the said program,
said the deeper objective of the program
is to show surrenderees that there is
hope to overcome their addiction because
of God’s love.
Life-time process
“Everybody needs healing. These drug
addicts, they’ve been wounded very much
and what they need is someone who can help
them,” said Fr. Roberto ‘Bobby’ Dela Cruz the
coordinator of the Sanlakbay Program and
person-in-charge of the Restorative Justice
Ministry of the Archdiocese of Manila.
Reyes and Dela Cruz also noted the
important role of the community and of the
public, saying communication is a vital part
of recovery.
“Its important to talk to the person,
recovery is a life-time process, so for those
recovering from drug dependence, it’s vital
that they have a community, they should be
integrated in a church, and they must have
people who asks how they are doing,” said
the priest, who himself once underwent the
rehabilitation process.
With community-based and facility-based
programs available, organizers will then
assess drug users’ level of dependence and
help them identify the next steps to take.
Psycho-spiritual
Some undergo modules like “Isang
dosenang hakbang tungo sa Paghilom at
Pagbangon,” a module modeled after the
Alcoholics Anonymous program, using a
psycho-spiritual approach.
According to the Sanlakbay Program
coordinator, in order to achieve the goal of
this program, a new perspective towards
drug dependents needs to be taken.
“It is also important for the people around
them to change their perception [of] the
drug users, how can we become instruments
of healing, if we ourselves don’t believe
that they can be healed?” he asked. (Angel
Memorando/CBCPNews)

(L-R) CBCP News Conversations host Christine Paguirigan talks to Fr. Roberto ‘Bobby’ Dela Cruz, coordinator of the Sanlakbay Program and person-in-charge of the Restorative Justice
Ministry of the Archdiocese of Manila, and Ilsa Reyes, DZMM Salitang Buhay host, author, and inspirational speaker.
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Duterte seeks congress nod
for 50 M fund for Dolores port
DOLORES, Eastern Samar, September 1, 2017–The national government, through the national expenditure program for fiscal year
2018 (NEP FY 2018) has asked
congress to allocate P50 million
for the modernization of the port
in Dolores, Eastern Samar.
In a letter to Congress dated
July 26, President Rodrigo Duterte requested P1.7 billion to
“construct, rehabilitate and ex-

pand” seven ports and harbors
nationwide so as to improve the
movement of cargoes and vessels.
The allocation for Dolores is
second to Taganak Port in Taganak, Turtle Island in Tawi-Tawi
with an allocation of P71 million.
According to the Department of
Tourism, the improvement of ports
can pave the way for more tourist
arrivals in the provinces. (Medora
NB Quirante / Este News)

ESAMELCO to energize the
remaining 17 barangays in
East Samar
BORONGAN, August 29, 2017–
Of the 597 barangays in the
province of Eastern Samar, 578
are already energized according
to Eastern Samar Electric Cooperative.
During its 35th annual general membership assembly on
August 26, ESAMELCO officials
revealed that only 17 barangays
in Eastern Samar are not yet energized.
These barangays are from the
towns of Can-avid, Dolores, Gen.
Mac Arthur, Guiuan and Oras.
Fifteen out of the 17 are island barangays which will be energized through National Power
Corporation Small Power Utilities

Group (SPUG) generator sets.
According to ESAMELCO general manager Atty. Jose Edwin
Michael Amancio, distribution
lines in the barangays are already completed but the generator sets have yet to be installed
by NPC.
Amancio also noted the
increase in household connections because of the Sitio
Electrification Program of the
National Electrification Administration.
Under the program, households are given free electric meter, 30 meters of drop wire and a
set of electric sockets. (Medora
NB Quirante / Este News)

A portion of the sprawling port of Dolores, Eastern Samar. (Photo by Nonoy Lagarde / Dolores Cable TV)
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Simple and humble
thoughts
Bishop Crispin B. Varquez, D.D.

On our devotion to
Mother Mary

WE cannot claim that we are Catholic
Christians if we do not honor and venerate
Mary. Mary was the first disciple of Her Son.
Mary is the Mother of Jesus Christ, the Godmade-flesh. On the Cross, He gave His Mother to us. The Church is Christ’s Body of which
we are the members; He is the Head. Mary is
the Mother of the Church. Hence, She is our
Mother, too. We ought to honor and venerate
such a great and tender Mother.
This year, 2017, we celebrate the centenary of Mary’s apparition in Fatima, Portugal. And her three messages to us are:

Editorial

Hoping for the best
IT is very consoling when, for a change,
we hear local news like, “Duterte seeks
congress nod for 50M fund for Dolores
port”. Or this, “CAAP allocates fund for
Borongan Airport”. Suddenly, a ray of hope
appears in the horizon.
In the latest interview with acting governor
Marcelo Ferdinand Picardal, he said that
the provincial government will be coming
up with strategies to ensure that indigent
patients will get free medicine. When it
comes to health it is doubly tragic when
you get sick and you happen to be poor. You
are left to buy your own medicine and fend
for your survival. A very poor girl who was
sideswiped by a car last January had to buy
even her bandage and the minutest first-aid
application at the Eastern Samar Provincial
Hospital. Worse, she had to be referred to
Tacloban because the main hospital of the
provincial government in Borongan City is
not capable of treating a bone fracture. This
is the reason why private clinics are popping
up in Borongan and in other towns because
the provincial government is incapable—
despite, presumably, a heavy annual budget.
This is also the reason why people line up
daily at the small medicine dispensary of the
Oikos Sisters.
Pitiable is the case of those with kidney
problem. They go to Tacloban a couple of
times a week for a simple dialysis which
is just an ordinary medical procedure
using a very common equipment that the
provincial government has not yet procured
since Abraham. This is misery of miseries.

One cannot imagine why the provincial
government of Eastern Samar cannot afford
to buy a simple dialysis machine. One can
neither imagine why a private hospital near
the provincial government’s hospital is
reportedly better equipped.
What Picardal said is very telling. He
was quoted, “Next year the budget for
medicines will increase to P50M, hopefully
we won’t be having the same problems
we have now.” Well, that amounts to just
about P136,986.00 per day. If you divide
that to several hospitals under the care of
the provincial government in the entire
province of Eastern Samar that leaves you
with just a handful of paracetamol.
This aside, the Acting Governor made
an assurance that the leadership of the
provincial government will do its best to
bring the government closer to the people.
Once the renovation of the provincial capitol
is done, and he is still the acting governor,
he “will hold office at the lobby to see to it
that the concerns of the common people
will be answered immediately.” That is
commendable—when it happens, of course.
The rise or fall of a political entity like a
province depends largely on its political
leaders. This is not to say, however, that
the citizenry who decides whom to vote (or
better, whom to sell their votes) to a political
position has not part in the ball game. They
have; and quite significantly. But it is the
political leader who decides which fund
or project to catch or to snatch. They are
also the ones who decide who and how

big will be hacked from the S.O.P. In this
province, when a poor chap gets elected to
an office two things always happens. One,
he or she stays long or keeps trying to stay
longest. Two, he or she will be transformed
to luxury—new or better house or houses,
more cars and a louder lifestyle. At the
barber or parlor chat, the common logic
is, when one’s life gets suddenly better off
than the rest, he is touted of being either a
politician or a drug trader—or both.
It’s time to stop blaming the typhoons
for the poverty of Eastern Samar. There
are provinces in the Philippines which also
slouch on the typhoon path but they are
definitely more economically progressive.
Bicol is one example. Quezon is another.
In the latest data issued by the Philippine
Statistics Authority (PSA), Region XIII
or Eastern Visayas comes second to the
Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao
(ARMM) in the highest rate of poverty
incidence. ARMM registered the highest
poverty incidence among all provinces
nationwide with 59% in the first half of
2015. Eastern Visayas posted the second
highest in poverty incidence at 47.3% or
1.9% higher than the 45.4% recorded in
2012, a year before Super Typhoon Yolanda.
When one is down, there is no other way
but up. It’s really consoling to think that one
day, Eastern Samar will be as flourishing as
its neighbors. If young age and idealism is
any factor, then this province, with its mostly
young political leaders, has something to
hope for.

1. We need to spend time in PRAYER. Nagsumat hi Maria ha aton nga madamo an nakadto
ha impierno kay waray na nag aampo para ha
ira. We need to pray always, to pray for others not just for ourselves. Let us remind each
other to be prayerful. We start it in our family
by praying together the Holy Rosary. Fr. Peyton said “a family that prays together, stays
together”.
2. We need to do PENANCE. People of today who benefit the advancement of technologies that provide convenient living and
instant goodies, especially the young generations, no longer appreciate the value of sacrifice. Our people today have very low tolerance for pains and sufferings. Mary came to
Mary remind us that to resist temptations,
we need self-discipline and patience. We
need to do penance and bear mortifications.
3. We need CONVERSION.A large part of
our society today has become so indulgent,
permissive, relativistic and tolerant to evil.
Most of our time and attention are no longer
given to the most essential. Many of our people have erected idols out of fashion, ideology, fame, power and whatever there is. Mary
calls us to turn our focus and hearts back to
God. We need to follow Her gaze towards
Heaven, towards true and lasting Happiness.
Her three messages are her motherly reminders to us, Her children.
Every September 8, our Diocese, the Diocese of Borongan, celebrates the feast of the
birthday of our Mother Mary. She is the Patron Saint of our Diocese. Let us continue
and promote our deep devotion to Mary, our
Mother. AD JESUM PER MARIAM – TO JESUS
THROUGH MARY.
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A Thought For A Thought
Rev. Eutiquio B. Belizar, Jr., SThD

Is silence (of majority of Filipinos) over EJKs culpable?
THE anti-drug war, like other wars in
this country, rages on.
So much more blood is poured out into
streets, back alleys, highway curbs, remote fields or homes and shacks of poor
neighborhoods. Dead bodies suddenly
appear anywhere, everywhere. Most
deaths curiously converge on one tired
explanation: “Nanlaban” (“They fought
or resisted,” allegedly with a gun or such
other deadly weapons). Time and again
the innocent become victims. No worry,
because there’s a ready riposte: “Sorry,
they are collateral damage.”
Recent killings have particularly
shocked a number of people: students,
human rights advocates and activists,
civil society and Church groups. Indignation protests and rallies, the ringing of
bells, media blitz and possible senate or
congressional hearings on the conduct
of the drug war are among a few signs of
resistance to the ongoing horror. But they

represent only a puny percentage of the
Philippine population.
Majority is on a silent mode.
Why, we ask. Many simply say the drug
criminals deserve little or no sympathy.
They recite a litany of the evils the criminals are responsible for: violent robberies, heinous murders, shocking rapes,
burglaries and the like. Others even compare the killings to cutting an arm or a leg
in order to save the body. The problem
with this line of reasoning is that it maliciously and irrationally equates whole living persons with human body parts. Still
others choose to ignore the rising death
toll and only enthuse over quieter and safer streets and neighborhoods, seemingly
the deaths’ positive results. They justify
the evil tree of extra-judicial killings by
the good fruit of a seemingly checked
criminality. Sadly they see those who protest the killings and other human rights
violations as standing on the side of the

purveyors of the drug menace and other
forms of criminality.
But one truth must be upheld: The
drug war (as are our other wars) is not
simply a peace-and-order or a social issue; it is also a moral issue. There is a
wrong (killing human beings) involved
in a right (resolving the drug problem
and criminality). The country’s top leadership has been ignoring this dimension
for far too long that the government,
in as many pronouncements, has even
encouraged the use of evil means for a
good end. “Destroy my country, and I
will kill you,” has been a typical mantra
of the chief executive. Official sources
tell us to take these words as hyperbole.
The trouble is, police and vigilante operations have taken them literally. We are
where we are because our leaders have
made decisions and actions that flout
fundamental moral standards and thus
THOUGHT - A8
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Points to Ponder

Balik-balay

Atty. Ceferino Baquilod, Jr.

Sarah Mabansag Puno

How Fiesta is Celebrated Abroad
I WAS out of the country and
away from Borongan for so
many years. But my link to my
homeland always remained
strong and active through the
years. Thanks to FB, contact
with relatives, friends, and former coworkers, was quick and
easy. Social media and Filipino
channels also kept us updated
of the latest developments in
the Philippines.
One important event that reconnected me with Filipinos
wherever I was in the US, was
the local celebration of our
town fiesta. To a lot Filipinos
living abroad, celebrating our
Patron is one of the most exciting and cherished bonding
moments they look forward to
every year. As a Boronganon,
this event afforded me the opportunity to reunite with fellow
townmates who were seldom
seen by me because of busy
work and other schedules. As
always, these events draw Filipino expats closer together.
More often than not, townmates
who were mere acquiantances
back home would become best
buddies. And even those who
seemed aloof, unfriendly, or un-

approachable back in the Philippines, would become amiable.
Preparations for the celebration start with initial meetings
where plans are discussed by
the officials and active members of the association composed of Boronganons. Food as
usual, plays an important role
in these meetings, either member-sponsored or BYOB (bring
your own baon). Sometimes
meetings are held in conjunction with a member’s birthday,
or baptism of a grandchild, etc.
as these make it easier for the
group to meet without the usual
food and venue preps. In these
meetings, the list of Hermanos/
Hermanas for the fiesta is finalized and the venue and sponsors for the novena prayers are
set up. The big day, or Patron,
is usually attended by members, their relatives and friends
from near or far. Every now and
then, guests and VIPs coming
from other states or countries
and even from the Philippines
would grace the occasion. A
lot of Filipino organizations
abroad are initially created for
the purpose of preparing for
fiesta celebrations. They start

as a small group of friends and
families from the same town
who decide to celebrate their
fiesta together. Eventually the
group blossoms into a larger
organization with their own
set of officers.
To my mind, no matter how
long Filipinos live abroad, the
yearning to go back home to
their motherland generally
remains in their hearts. Aside
from the longing to be back to
their roots and be reunited with
relatives and friends, Filipinos
want to personally experience
again in their own hometown
the so many uniquely Filipino
traditions, like the town fiesta.
Duterte and his promises
Duterte vowed to resign if it
is true that his son Paolo is involved in drug smuggling thru
BOC. Will he really make good
of this promise, if his son is
guilty? So many are of course
skeptical, in view of the many
broken promises the President
has made. He is known to not
keep his promises that even the
New York Times dubbed him
as our country’s most promisPOINTS - A8

Voice of the Voiceless

IT was a Sunday, 3:00 in the
afternoon. That was 25 years
ago. I was 26 years old. A skinny
115-pound
innocent-looking
kid good enough for a Junior
Bantamweight in boxing.
Of course, so many have
changed. Obviously, I have
grown older (and, hopefully,
wiser). I have gained few more
pounds, although my height is a
hopeless case.
I have always wanted to
become a priest since I was a
child. I come from a town which
has produced so many of the
priests of our diocese—both
diocesan and religious. They
were the ones who inspired
me to become a priest. Every
time a new priest was ordained
at our parish church, I would
always look forward to my own
ordination. Until my own came,
that eventful 3rd of May 1992.
My priestly ministry for the
past 25 years is really a journey
in itself.
After my ordination in 1992,
I was appointed as Chancellor
of the Diocese of Borongan
and Secretary to the Bishop,
at the same time Principal of
the Diocesan Seminary. Two
years later (1994), I was sent
to Manila for Graduate Studies.
That began my journey away
from my Diocese. In 1997, my
Bishop sent me to Rome for
(yet again) another “further
studies”. (Maybe he thought I
really haven’t learned enough).
I was in Rome from 1997-2005.
During those years, I was already
“commuting” between Rome
and the Diocese of Rockville
Center (New York). I started
to serve as a summer priest
in New York in 1998, and the
summers after that. Eventually,
as something I never planned,

I started working full time as
an Associate Pastor in a couple
of parishes in the Diocese of
Rockville Center (NY). Soon,
I found myself teaching at St.
John’s University (NY). What I
thought was a 2-year “further
studies” at De La Salle University
in 1997 turned out to be years
of being away from my beloved
Diocese of Borongan. In June
of 2012, I returned home to
Borongan “for good”.
Servant-leadership. That has
always been my guiding star. My
priesthood is not for me, not for
my family, not for my friends. My
priesthood is for the community;
it is meaningless unless I live in
the midst of the community. Or
as Pope Francis said, “shepherds
should smell like the sheep”.
Twenty-five years is really not
much. I know that I am nothing
compared to the years of quality
service rendered by so many
venerable priests who came
before me. But I do hope that
those 25 years have inspired
even one single soul. At least I
know I have not totally failed in
my priesthood.
My priesthood continues. So
does my journey. There are still
so many things to learn, so many
worlds to be discovered, and
so many works yet to be done.
Please continue to pray for me
as I do for all of you.
***
Charity as a Christian Identity
One of my favorite movies is
“March of the Penguins.” Not
only does the film show how
adorable penguins are; it also
confirms the fact that survival
can never be achieved alone.
We do need others. Human

experience tells us that our
own survival is rooted on our
need for other people. Infants,
for example, will never make
it without the assistance of
so many people who care for
him. Even as adults, we are
able to go about with our daily
grinds precisely because of
other people. The cars we
drive, the grocery items on our
refrigerators, the streets that we
walk on, the clothes we wear –
all these things (made for us by
others) make our lives easy.
Our need for others does not
only rest on the things that we
need. We need others in order
to realize our Christian identity.
When Christ commanded us to
“love God” and “love others”, He
meant that we absolutely need
others in order to proclaim
our identity as Christians. We
are able to exercise our duty
to love because other people
give us this opportunity. In
other words, our holiness is
measured by the degree of love
we give to others.
We need to remind ourselves
of the intrinsic Christian
identity that makes us different.
We are a people whose survival
depends on our ability to love.
To love is to survive. When we
truly love, we allow ourselves
to be transformed from being
self-centered
to
becoming
selfless, from being grudging to
becoming generous, from being
self-absorbed to becoming
other-oriented.
May Christ, who loved
us selflessly, be a constant
inspiration in our desire to
be perfect in charity. We can
never be perfect in anything.
But if ever there is a desire for
perfection, let it be perfection in
the way we love.
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Let us all celebrate!
BIRTHDAY celebration is thanksgiving
for the gift of life and the many graces
and blessings bestowed on him. First
and foremost is thanksgiving to the
giver of life and to those who are making life meaningful by sharing his graces and blessings in a special occasion.
Much more, if this life is an instrument
of life and an inspiration to move on
with life with a purpose. No wonder
my Nanay’s birthday is always a grand
celebration complete with novena
prayers, Mass and party until now that
she is already in her true home in our
Father’s house, we still celebrate but
already in our respective families.
Thanking the Lord for the gift of Nanay
to us for through her life we came to
this world and her tender loving care
makes us who we are.
So much so if this life is an instrument of the earthly life of the true giver of life. Jesus, our Lord, the way, the
truth and the life was formed, nourished and sheltered in the womb of
Mary. Her bosom nourished Him with
love and care. She nurtured Him physically, emotionally and spiritually. She
supported Him all the way throughout
His life from Nazareth to Jerusalem,
from birth to His death yet she allowed
Him to grow and to be what He was
according to His Father’s will thereby
embracing all the pains of His passion
and cross.
On the cross , when Jesus saw his
mother and the disciple whom He
loved, he said to His mother, “Woman,
behold, your son,” then he said to the
disciple, “Behold, your mother.” And
from that hour the disciple took her
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into his home. (John 19:26-27)
Indeed like John, we take Mary into
our homes and be our mother too. She is
the mother of our Savior and our Mama
Mary too. Isn’t she worthy of a grand
birthday celebration?
Who is Mama Mary in our homes?
She is our model of faith and trust in
God relying on God’s loving, fatherly
goodness. She was at the foot of the cross
and it was so painful for her to see how
God could allow His son, Jesus to suffer
such agony. Yet she never lost faith and
confidence and trust in God.
She is our model of making our homes
a haven of peace like her own home at
Nazareth. We make our homes a home
sweet home where there is unconditional
love and tranquility, where there is never
ending forgiveness and second chances.
She is our model of a joyful heart in
serving our family because love is the
driving force of her actions and performance of her daily tasks.
She is our model of strength in facing
trials from her YES of the unknown, in
facing rejection, persecution, poverty
and many pains and hardships of life.
She is our model of encouragement
to seek for triumph over struggles of
life especially in guiding and supporting our children while looking for their
own niche giving freedom for them to
discover God’s will for them. Her total
surrender of her son to God inspires us
to totally surrender our children to God
who knows what is best for them.
She is our model of genuine concern
for others exemplified by her visit and
service to her pregnant cousin Elizabeth
BALIK-BALAY - A8

The Millennial Catholic
Mau Obon

The miracle of surrender
I HAD my “worst” travel experience last
week. I was told to attend a seminar in
Cebu City. The office will shoulder the
expenses and asked me how I’d like to
travel. I said I’d take the plane and gave
them my preferred flight schedule. But
here’s what happened:
August 22 - A day before I travelled,
I still don’t have my ticket. I don’t even
know where in Cebu will I be going
to. So, I called up the office and asked
them if they can just give me my travel
details. I didn’t get any answer.
8:00 p.m. - An officemate called,
and told me that he already got his
ticket, but his flight was at 6:40 a.m.
for Manila then Cebu. I started to get
worried. I didn’t even know what time
I was supposed to be at the airport.
9:00 p.m. - I called up the regional
office. I learned that it was the main
office in Manila which booked our
flights, and I was told to just wait for
an email.
10:00 p.m. - There was still no email.
I was already in a quandary whether
to go to Tacloban or not. I prayed for
guidance. I said that if it is His will
that I go to Cebu, then everything will
turn out fine. So, I decided to just go to
Tacloban at 2:00 a.m. just in case I was
booked also in the 6:40 a.m. flight to
Manila.
August 23, 4:45 a.m. - I was already
at the airport. I checked my phone, still
no email. Fortunately, the PAL office
was already open. I went there and
asked if I was booked for a flight on
that day. To my relief, I was, and it was
on my chosen schedule.
I was glad I went ahead to Tacloban
even without receiving any ticket. It
was pure leap of faith. This is just one
of the many life experiences which

taught me the miracle of surrender.
Submitting to God’s will is always a
struggle for me. I fear the unknown,
and I hate it when I am not in control.
I put up a fight, I struggle against the
odds. But life does not always allow me
to do that. There always comes a point
when I must bend my knees and bow
down to the heavens.
What happens when I surrender?
One may say that I could have travelled
anyway even without the prayer. Yes,
it’s true, but consider this, if I did not
yield to God the fate of my plan to travel,
I would have been filled with worries
and would not have been able to sleep
at all. I gained peace of mind because
I surrendered. Every time I submit to
God’s will, I allow myself to experience
a miracle, because it is only then that
I can feel the hand of God working
though it all. Don’t get me wrong, but
surrendering to God doesn’t mean
being passive. I don’t think God wanted
us to be lazy and make Him do all the
work.
I requested to be booked in the
9:35 a.m. flight for Cebu City. This is
exactly what I got. The best thing about
arriving way too early for my flight
was that, I had the chance to attend
the Wednesday morning mass at the
Redemptorist church. I was able to
receive the Holy Eucharist before I
travelled.
The night before, I thought I was going
through my worst travel experience
ever. You know that feeling of wanting
something so badly and just when you
were about to touch it, it blows up?
Thank God for His graciousness, the
fragments of the broken dream was
put back together and it turned out
even better, and all I did was surrender.
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ing President. From his promise
to stop the drug problem within 6
months, to the traffic crisis in Manila, the MRT mess, illegal logging/
mining, political reforms/federalism, end of contractualization,
government corruption and many
more, all these have remained unfulfilled. But then again, we should
know better than take presidential
promises seriously. Did not the
former president also promise to
have himself ran over by a train if
LRT project missed its deadline in
2015? As we all know the project
did miss its deadline but no train
ran him over.
Corruption and taxes
Bureau of Customs is just one
of the many government agencies which fail to properly collect
taxes because of corruption. If
only all taxes are collected properly, there would be no need to
increase or impose more taxes
like the ones they are imposing
now on sugar laced products.
There would be enough public
funds for free college education,
more school buildings, better
health care services, etc.
0Time and again we have heard
that corruption is so rampant and
embedded in our government that
it eats up any idealistic and honest public employee, more often
than not. We have elected officials
who ‘win’ their posts through vote
buying and other corrupt election
practices, specially here in Eastern Samar. Our province arguably
ranks number 1 when it comes
to vote buying. You may have also
heard right from your friend or
family member who had been job
seeking for a while, that appointments to public office are in reality,
not based on merit but by political
patronage and similar reasons. If

THOUGHT - A6
our public employees get their jobs
thru corruption, how can we expect them to be corrupt-free?
Police and Killings
0It is entertaining and at the
same time exasperating, to watch
senate investigations. At a recent
hearing, police admitted that
based on a social media posting,
they concluded that the 17 year
old Kian Lloyd de los Santos was a
drug courier. It makes us wonder
how often they kill people based
on Facebook postings. The poor
victim was gunned down at close
range, on his knees.
On a GMA morning program,
one host mentioned that money
is allegedly rewarded by PNP to
policemen who kill suspected
drug dealers. Another source told
me there is a set price per head.
Hence, the increase in drug related killings. We all know there
are bad elements among our law
enforcers. Some of them will find
the rewards so tempting. ‘More
killings, more money’, will be paramount in their wicked minds.
Comelec Head’s Mess
Despite the legal prohibition for
spouses to testify against each other, Commelec Chairman Bautista is
in hot waters because of the expose
by his wife regarding his alleged illgotten or unexplained wealth. This
certainly is a red flag warning to
spouses and a threat to marriages.
It seems like you can’t really trust
anyone. Not even your own spouse.
What happened to marital vows,
unfaltering trust and undying love?
The other question is what to do
with the so called ‘elected officials’
who took office based on altered
election results and tampered
smartmatic machines, (if indeed
Bautista is guilty as alleged).

have led us to a moral quagmire.
The silence of the majority
makes the majority a willing accomplice to a police success story
which, at the same time, is a moral
catastrophe.
If the silent majority still considers themselves Christian, then they
must go back to the true Messiah’s
(not false messiah’s) directions. To
a young man who desires to attain
eternal life Jesus instructs: “Do not
kill. Do not commit adultery. Do
not steal. Do not bear false witness.
Do not defraud. Honor your father
and your mother” (Mk 10:19). In
other words, respecting and hon-

oring human life is not only the
way of the civilized society; it is
also the way to God’s kingdom, to
eternal life.
We must not also ignore a telling
factor behind the killings: hatred
for the drug criminals and seeing
them as almost less than human.
Psychologically this is understandable from a victim’s perspective.
But when leaders have this mindset, it is deeply troubling. Their
power and influence could lead to
horrific consequences, as history
tells us.
Again, the words of the true Messiah are clearly in point: “You have

DISASTER- A1

PICARDAL - A1

sustainable development.
Dr. Emilia Baquilod, VP for
academic Affairs said that these
studies will tackle important
issues such as how to lessen
the dangers and destruction
caused by calamities on the
environment, health, economy
and other harmful effects to
the community.
For this year, there will also
be presentations on “man made
disasters”--their impact to the
people, and how to manage
this kind of disaster.
Dr. Mel Capistrano, a Disaster
Management expert from the
ASEAN Disaster Preparedness
Center in Bangkok will be the
keynote speaker.
The Commission on Higher
Education has endorsed the
conference to educators and
researchers from government
and
private
educational
institutions.
Aside from the conference,
they will also get the chance to
visit towns affected by Yolanda,
and some eco-tourism sites in
the province. (Eden Cidro/
Este News)

here or outside the country.
He assures the people that the
leadership of the provincial government is doing its best to bring
the government closer to the people.
Once the renovation of the capitol is finished, and he is still the act-

heard that it was said in times past,
‘You shall not kill; whoever kills
shall be liable to judgment.’ But I
say to you that everyone who is angry with his brother shall be liable
to judgment” (Mt 5:21-22). The
document ‘Donum vitae,
Intro. 5 further teaches: “Human
life is sacred because from its beginning it involves the creative action of God and it remains forever
in a special relationship with the
Creator, who is its sole end.”
Therefore, to be silent as the
bloodletting goes on in our island
is to be culpable of following anyone but the true Messiah.

ing governor, he “will hold office at
the lobby to see to it that concerns
of the common people will be answered immediately”.
Picardal said that he will stay as
acting governor until the return of
Governor Nicart. (Eden Cidro/Este
News)

BALIK - BALAY - A7
while she was also having Jesus in
her womb. This makes us forget
our self for the good of one in need
the most especially a member of
our family. Her concern also for
the shortage of wine in the wedding at Cana inspires us to be for
others in actions and in prayers.
Through her intercession, Jesus
will hear us because she is the
nearest to His heart.
Having Mama Mary in our
homes, gives us an assurance of
her blue mantle of protection and
deliverance. With her, we pray as
our intercessor for the answer of
our temporal and spiritual needs
and wants.

Mama Mary’s life of faith while
facing trials and difficulties, tears
and pains, agony and even death
gave her strength to her joy and
greatness. Now humanity calls
her blessed!
We consecrate our lives, our
homes to Mama Mary and even our
death so all of us will belong to Jesus her son, our God for all eternity.
So to Jesus through Mama Mary.
Again, our Blessed Mama Mary,
the queen of our homes is worthy
indeed of a grand birthday celebration! In our homes! In our City of
Borongan! In the whole world!!
Happy, happy birthday MAMA
MARY! Happy Fiesta Borongan!
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EASTERN SAMAR ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
(ESAMELCO)
Borongan, Eastern Samar

Nagin malinamposon an ginbuhat nga ika 35 nga tinuig nga katitirok han mga miembro konsumedor
han ESAMELCO niyan han Agosto 26, 2017 kun diin tulo an nagin venue para magkamay-ada tsansa
pagatendir o pagpartisipar an aton mga konsumedor hini nga mahinungdanon nga asembliya. Basi han
amon secretariat amo ini an total han nagpartisipar nga mga konsumedor: (1) Dolores Municipal Gym
1,664; (2) Salcedo Municipal Gym 1,555; (3) ESNCHS Gym 3,820, suma total 7,039. Nagawas ini nga
8.05% ha kabug-usan nga 87,375 nga mga miembro konsumedor.
An mga naka ready nga mga door prizes para han mga palaran nga nagdaug han raffle amo an masunod:
groceries worth 500/pack, 25 kilos commercial rice, assorted appliances, washing machine, refrigerator,
aircon ngan laptop.

QUALIFICATION AND DISQUALIFICATION OF THE OFFICERS AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(Approved by the NEA Board of Administrator, Board Resolution #118, May 8, 2014)
Qualification:
Sec. 11. A new section, to be designated as Section 26-B, is hereby inserted under Presidential Decree No. 269, as amended to read as follows;
SEC. 26-B Fit and Proper Rule – To ensure that the management and operation of electric cooperative area carried out with due regard to it
economic viability, the NEA shall prescribe, pass upon and review the qualification and disqualification of individual appointed or elected to
electric cooperative and disqualify if found unfit.
*A candidate’s integrity, experience, education, competence and probity shall be considered in determining whether he or she shall be fit and
proper to become a director or officer of the electric cooperative.
*For this purpose, the minimum qualification of a director or officer of the electric cooperative shall be as follows:
a) He/she is a Filipino citizen;
b) He/she is a graduate in any four (4) year course;
c) He/she is between twenty one (21) and seventy (70) years old, on the date of election;
d) He/she is of good moral character;
e) He/she is a member of good standing for the last five (5) years immediately preceding the election for
appointment;
f) He/she is an actual resident and consumer in the district that he/she seek to represent for at least two (2)
years immediately preceding the election; and
g) He/she has attended at least two (2) General Membership Assembly (AGMA) for the last five (5) years immediately
preceding the election or appointment;
*The NEA may, after due notice to the board of director and officer of the electric cooperative, disqualify suspend or remove any director or officer
who commits any act which renders him unfit for the position.
Disqualification:
Sec. 10. A new section, to be designated as Section 26-A of PD 269, as amended is hereby inserted to read as follows:
Sec. 26-A. Independence of the Board of Director and Officer of Electric Cooperative-To ensure the long term business and economic viability of
electric cooperative, the management, operation and strategic planning of electric cooperative shall, as much as practicable be insulated from
local politics.
*Towards this end, no person shall be elected or appointed as an officer or be eligible to run as board of director of an electric cooperative if:
a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)

Such person or his/her spouse holds any public office;
Such person or his/her spouse has a candidate in the last preceding national and local election;
Such person has been convicted by final judgment involving moral turpitude.
Such person has been terminated for cause from public office or private employment;
Such person is related to any members of electric cooperative board of directors, general manager and
department manager within the fourth degree of consanguinity or affinity;
f.) Such person is a representative of a judicial person; and
g.) Such person is employed by or financially interested in a competing enterprise or a business selling electric
energy or electric hardware to the cooperative, including the use or rental of poles.
A MEMBER OF THE COOPERATIVE IN GOOD STANDING
A member of good standing shall mean that said member has no unsettled or outstanding obligation to the Electric Cooperative whether personal
or through commercial or industrial connection of which he or she is owner or co-owner, three (3) months prior to the time of filling of certificate
of candidacy. Provided, that for incumbent member of EC Board who will seek re-election, unsettled or outstanding obligation shall deemed to
include power bills, cash advances, disallowances, (including NEA audit findings) and materials and equipment issuances reckoned from the
time of filling of certificate of candidacy.
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Patron ha amon
By Alren Beronio
Kaupay pagkit-an ha kakalsadahan
dirudula-in nga bandaritas gin sabitan
Amon pinuy-an inin ginpakaupay
Kay pinihado, damo mahapit ha balay
Hala na, martsa na ha tagsa nga banda
Mga tawo haamon in naguliat na
Tikang ha Punta Maria nga pagparada
An Mabaysay nga Birhen Nuestra Señora
Pagsaurog kita han Santos nga Misa
Aton pasalamatan Birhen Maria
Rig-unon unta aton pagtu-o ha iya
Giyahan kita han Ginoo tagsa-tagsa
Ha amon lamisa damo’t pagkaon
Pastilan karasa hiton hamon ngan lechon
Padisan pa hin kamataghum nga irimnon
Amo ini kamarisyo han mga Boronganon.

A file photo on the Lechon Parade. (Alren Beronion / Este News)

BORONGAN prides itself with its
own version of roasted pig or lechon. Borongan lechon has a distinct taste and smell, succulent
and flavorful. Native Borongan
pig is stuffed with liberal amounts
of spices and other secret condiments, hence it produces an aroma
distinctly familiar from afar.
Borongan lechon is always a
favorite during fiestas and gatherings. During one of her provincial visits, actress Kris Aquino de-

scribed Borongan lechon as one of
the tastiest she had tasted.
It was during the first term of
office of Mayor Maria Fe Abunda
that the city government was
inspired to conceptualized the
Lechon Parade, geared towards
boosting the city’s culinary tourism. The first lechon parade was
held in September, 2011, which
coincided with the city fiesta celebration. It was a huge success.
Imagine these roasted pigs being

paraded around town, with its
aroma wafting in the air. It was a
feast for the senses.
To make the event more festive,
a line drill competition was also
launched, thus the Marching Band
competition was born. It intended
to showcase talented children in
school bands and recognize the
importance of marching bands in
local activities.
The lechon parade/marching
band competition became a yearly

event, and it became one of the
crowd drawers of the week-long
fiesta celebration. Guests and visitors converge at the city plaza after the parade where they get the
chance to taste the lechon entries
while the judges deliberates which
entries should win.
The event participation is limited to Boronganons only, as it is
designed to showcase what is truly
of Borongan. This year marks the
7th year of the lechon parade and

band competition. This also marks
the 3rd year that organizers are
promoting the locally produced
Igot wine (from the lipote fruit or
jambola plum).
The lechon parade this year will
be held on September 6 as part
of the civic-military parade. For a
first-time Borongan visitor, the lechon parade is an experience one
is not likely to forget. For a Boronganon away from home, it is an occasion to look forward to.
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A HISTORY
OF
BORONGAN
(EASTERN SAMAR),1604-1898
By Lope Coles Robredillo, SThD
This short essay is indebted to Dr Bruce
Cruickshank, formerly Visiting Professor of
Southeast Asian History at the Georgetown
University, Washington DC; Fr Cantius Kobac,
OFM, formerly at the Franciscan Friary in
Manila; and the late Fr Pablo Fernandez,
OP, Professor of History at the University of
Santo Tomas. They were very helpful in my
on-going research on Eastern Samar history.
Acknowledgment is also due to the staff at
the Philippine National Archives, Philippine
National Library, Lopez Memorial Museum,
Cebuano Studies Center and Divine Word
University Museum, and to Ms Clarissa
Apita-Villalon, who was then student at the
University of San Carlos, Cebu. The essay is
at present being expanded into a full-length
history of the Borongan politics, economy and
culture.
  
I. INTRODUCTORY

Constantino, The Philippines: A Past Revisited,
and the Philippines: A Continuing Past, usually
come to mind. Reynaldo Ileto’s Pasyon and
Revolution is a good example of a history
written from the standpoint of the people
from below. Oswald Spengler’s The Decline
of the West is a classic example.
The present history of Borongan, however,
follows a quite different approach. It uses
for its framework the concept of history by
Arnold Toynbee, author of the monumental A
Study of History, which interprets events in
terms of challenges and responses. It is the
purpose of this brief essay to show that the
history of thispueblo (township) from circa
1604 to 1898 resulted from the interaction
between the Spanish purposes through the
colonial intermediaries and the Borongan
responses in a culture that was quite foreign
to the early missionaries.

There are various ways of writing the history
of the township (pueblo) of Borongan. The
common one is to recall from memory and
from word of mouth the significant dates
and places as well as the prominent persons
of the town, together with the tangible
accomplishment of the town officials. Though
popular in histories one reads in almost all
town fiesta souvenir programs, this is not,
strictly speaking, history properly so-called;
this pertains more to “oral history”that, as
they appear in those souvenir programs,
cannot be seriously accepted without much
reservation. A second way, which could
be combined with the first, is to describe
the who, what, where and when of Borongan
history on the basis of written documents.
History textbooks in high-school studies
are probably an example of that approach.
Another method consists in interpreting the
events in the light of a certain philosophy
or principle, as in a Marxist interpretation
of Philippine history. The books of Renato

Scattered Hamlets along Guiborongani
and Loom Rivers .Before the Spanish
missionaries set foot on what is now the
municipality of Borongan circa 1604, it was
no more than a cluster of scattered hamlets
calledgamoros, mostly on the banks of
Guiborongani (Borongan or Sabang) river.
A few hamlets were likewise dispersed near
the mouth of Loom river and on its banks.
There was no Borongan town yet, if by town
one refers to an aggregation of houses, at
least with streets and a governing center. Of
course, Guiborongani or Borongan, which
is now called Sabang, was a big gamoro or
hamlet. (It was so named by its pre-Hispanic
natives because, as a writer of 1814 says, of
the fog that envelopes the place: “El nombre
Borongan significa sitio nebuloso, llamado de
la niebla que levantan dos rios entre cuyas
margenes se halla el pueblo.”) It did not
have the features of a town, however. On the
contrary, the people were widely dispersed;

II. PRE-HISPANIC BORONGAN

they formed a “society” in transition, but
fragmentary in character.
Political Structure and Agriculture.
The gamoro was headed by a datu (chief),
whose place in the society provided some
initial forms of social stratification. He was
distinguished from the sacopan(roughly,
barangay) and theesclavos (slaves?). As
leader, he had privileges, sustained customs
and traditions, and wielded decision-making.
Originally, these people were seafarers who
later learned to till the land. They were
engaged in crude agriculture, kaingin or
slash-and-burn,
though
their
crops
hardly met the needs of the population.
Thebaloto (outrigger) was their means of
travel; on land, they only had foot-trials, for
roads were unknown.
Trade, Commerce and Culture. Trade,
however, there was, for they had barter
relations with itinerant Chinese junks which
carried large earthen jars, cotton cloth,
porcelain pottery, etc. But, a few home
furnishings aside, the Boronganons were
Indonesian almost through and through,
subsisting onpalawan (yams) and upland rice,
using hongot as drinking glass and paia as
plate. They slept on a taguican made of
rattan or a rancapan made of thin bamboo.
In general, men wore bado and bajag, while
women wore primitive blouses and short
skirts from abaca. They had no table nor did
they partition their houses, which usually
stood four feet above the ground. The sight
of their tattoos moved the Spaniards to call
them pintados (the painted ones), as they did
describe all the Ibabaonons and Samarnons.
They loved to drink tuba, a fermentation
from the sap of the coconut palm.
Religion. In terms of religion, they were
animists, seeing the world in a primitive
fashion as inhabited by supernatural
powers such as the agta, onglo,cahoinon and
kindred spirits. These spirits were rendered
beneficentor harmless through magical

rites. Their animistic religion can partly
be explained by the hostility of nature--the
frequent occurrence ofbaguios (tropical
storm), the presence of buaias(crocodiles)
that infested the Guiborongani and Loom
rivers, and the heavy toll of epidemics.
III. BORONGAN AT THE TIME OF THE
JESUITS, 1604?-1768      
Early
Settlements
and
Settlement
Patterns. When the Jesuits based in
Palapag (Residencia de Ibabao) arrived at
the gamorosin what is now the municipality
of Borongan , they realized how decentralized
the Boronganon “society” was: “ellos estan
divididos en los montes y rios a su voluntad,
donde hacen sus semeteras, de que viven y se
sustenan.” For this reason, they embarked on
a program which served as basis for cultural
integration called reduccion, “an organized
process of resettling theIndios (natives)
from their scattered hamlets into larger
villages, where the introduction and growth
in the faith may become possible.” This was
how thebungto of Borongan was formed.
The Spanish missionaries redesigned and
enlarged the hamlet near the mouth of the
Guiborongani (now Borongan or Sabang)
river, making it the central village or bungto.
Later, however, this central village was
transferred to Loom (the present site of
the poblacion), where drinking water from
what is fondly called Hamorauon was
abundant.
The Jesuits induced many
families living near the rivers and on
the mountains, like Guiborongani, Latay,
Tarusan, etc. to congregate in Loom, which
became bungto(town) of Borongan. But
the best known migration to Borongan
at that time resulted from the almost
total abandonment of the town of
Magtaon (Concord), one of the oldest preHispanic bungtos on Samar island, probably
before 1620, when most of the settlers left
PAGE B2
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either for Borongan or for Basey. (The same settlement
patterns obtained in the founding of the bungtos of Bacod
[now submerged in Dolores river], Tubig [Taft], Sulat,
Libas [transferred to Nonoc, now San Julian], Guiuan and
Balangiga.)
Introduction of the Faith and Culture. This settlement
pattern facilitated the introduction to the faith. The people
were given instructions in reading, writing, singing, the fear of
God and the Christian doctrine reduced the minimum: Pater
Noster, Ave Maria, Credo, Salve Regina , the fourteen articles of
faith, the fourteen works of mercy, the Ten Commandments,
the five commandments of the Church, and the act of general
confession.   Under the direction of the missionaries, they
put up a church and a rectory of light materials (nipa and
wood), and built houses around them. However, the Jesuits
were not only evangelizers; they were also civilizers. They
introduced new plants and crops, taught the native to open
up new fields and change agricultural pattern. For the first
time, the Boronganons knew settled agriculture. And if
their produce reached Manila , it was because the Jesuits
bought their forest products and sent them to the city. It
appears, therefore, that the Christianity which the Jesuits
had brought to Borongan represented a discontinuity: the
natives acquired the fundamentals of Christian civilization
and begun altering their economic, agricultural as well as
cultural patterns.
In 1612, Borongan was one of the flourishing mission
settlements. The Jesuit missions with their corresponding
approximate population were:
Libas (in 1887, transferred to Nonoc, now San
Julian)
Borongan
Jubasan (independent settlement until 1650;
later part of Dolores)
Bacod (now submerged in Dolores River;
wrongly identified in Leyte-Samar Studies as
Oras)
Tubig (Taft)                                                                               

690
600
600
450
360

These figures represent those who had access to the
Church and were incorporated to the Spanish rule. The
rest of the population who “fled from the town” (“los huyen
del pueblo”) settled on the mountains. These totals seem
to indicate a decrease due to the epidemics in 1608-1609.
Also, the frequent piratical attacks of the Muslims (Moros),
notably the Mindanaoans, the Joloans, and Camocones
wrought much destruction of property and loss of lives.
The Beginnings of Evangelization. The ministry in Samar
was arduous. Commented a Spanish Jesuit who worked in
Borongan: “que Hector ni que Hercules bastara con tanto.”  
It may be recalled that usually there were only five Jesuits
who covered what is now Northern and Eastern Samar .
In the early 1630’s for instance, Sulat was under the care
of the Jesuits based in Borongan, who sometimes serviced

one or two other towns. Under this condition, they were
always on the move like snails: “con la casa a cuesta como
el caracol, pues, adonquiera que ya el Padre ministro, ha de
llevar consigo, todo el menaje de casa, y a muchas partes el
de la iglesia, que es una de las mayores cargas que tiene este
ministerio.” In 1697, Borongan had its first resident Jesuit
priest, Fr. Dionisio Gutierrez, SJ. He was succeeded by Frs.
Juan Tomas Layn, Antonio Hernandez, Antonio Xavier Mir,
Gregorio Tabora, Joseph Chacon, Martin Gil, Paulo Sanchez,
Cayetano Martin, etc. But before 1697, the Jesuits had
their cabacerilla in Tubig (which was transferred to Sulat
after the Sumoroy rebellion in 1649), and from there they
farmed out to other towns.
Problems of Evangelization and Inculturation. In
Borongan itself, the problems were no less real. The slow
acceptance by the people of thereduccion made the priests’
ministerial work less effective. Houses were two or three
miles from what was normally the bungto. With settlers
reluctant to leave their farms, the priests had to go to the
people. If the latter went to town, it was for Sundays and
the big Church feasts. Thus, whatever they accomplished
in their earlier missions, seemed lost when the Jesuits
returned, and they had to start all over again, like Penelope:
“el que forzosamente va siempre tejiendo, pues lo que trabajo
en 19 o 20 dias, cuando vuelve despues, al cabo de uno o dos
meses o mas, a dar la vuelta, lo halla todo perdido y olvidado;
con que siempre comensamos de nuevo, y es menester volver
a la urdimbre y tramar la, que nunca se abaca.” Fittingly
enough, if the town fiesta was and continued to be colorful,
it was to entice to Boronganons in the scattered hamlets to
live in the bungto.
Prior to the coming of the Franciscan friars, the task
of assimilating theBoronganons to Spanish culture and
civilization was almost exclusively the effort of the Jesuits. For
if the people had any contact with the Spanish world, it was
through the priest. Most often, he was, not without reason,
completely identified with the Spanish colonial government.
It is true, of course that the civil government had the alcaldes
mayores (governors) and encomenderos who in principle
were responsible for the administracion de justicia (defense
and protection), the doctrina (doctrinal instruction), and
collection of tributos(tributes), but they rarely came to town
save to collect taxes. It is understandable the first credit
for what Borongan is now should go to the Jesuits who were
practically the factotum of the town: “el Padre es el todo en
cada pueblo”. He was the evangelizer and civilizer, trying to
change the political, economic and religious structures of
the Samareño in Borongan, according to their view of what
the Filipino culture should become.
End of the Jesuit Ministry. It is difficult to assess the
effect of the Jesuit ministry in Borongan since most archival
records of the order were destroyed upon its suppression in
1767. It may be assumed with certainty, however, that their
evangelization and culturation efforts must have paid off,
evidenced by the way the Boronganons embraced Christian
culture and religion, adapting it in some areas, modifying it
in others, even changing it in some other aspects.

No doubt, the Jesuits were well loved by the Boronganons.
The Sumoroy rebellion in 1649-1650 can partly demonstrate
this. When the Palapagnons rose in insurrection against Spain
, the first Jesuit settlements on Eastern Samar to participate
in the rebellion were Bacod (Dolores), Jubasan, and Tubig
(Taft) where the Bacodnons burnt the stone church and
the convento, killed the Jesuit priest, Fr. Vicente Damian,
and recruited many to their cause. Like the Sulatnons,
the Boronganons never joined the ranks of the rebels
nor harmed the church and the  convento of stone. When
Borongan’s last Jesuit parish priest, Fr. Jose Vasquez, SJ, left
in 1768, a parish life had already evolved in which the people
now went to the priest, whereas before, it was the other way
around. The life of the parish centered on the stone church
that was built under the direction of Fr. Francisco Diez, SJ,
in 1710, and dedicated to the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, whose feast falls on September 8th. At the end of the
Jesuit missionary stint, Borongan had a population of 4,999,
forming 751 tributes.
III. BORONGAN AT THE TIME OF THE FRANCISCANS,
1768-1898
The Boronganon Hostility to the Franciscans.  In 1768, the
Jesuits handed over the administration of Borongan to the
Franciscans. Fr. Juan de Mora, OFM, was the first Franciscan
parish priest. During the early years of the Franciscans,
it seemed that the natives did not accord them as much
esteem as they did the Jesuits. Many times Fr. de Mora and
other curas had serious difficulties with the people. Two
examples may suffice.
A man was sent to Catbalogan with eight pesos and the
Church register, but this man used the money for drinks,
destroyed the book, and then returned intent on killing
the cura parroco. Everyone in town knew of the plot
to kill the priest, but none, not even the capitan (town
executive) of Borongan, took any action against the
scoundrel. In July 1773, something worse happened.
A cabeza de barangay(barangay captain), punished for
mocking and disparaging the priest’s Sunday sermon, set
on fire the convento, the stone church and some houses. The
conflagration killed 70 persons, and Fr. Antonio Selles, then
taking his siesta, was almost burnt alive.
Resistance to Culturation? This reaction to the Franciscan
ministry allows a variety of explanation. The suggestion
has been advanced that, probably, by abolishing the Jesuit
commerce, the friars offended the local officials who profited
from the trade. It is likely, too, that it stemmed from the
personality of the parish priest. Other factors may not be
discounted. In an atmosphere of anti-Franciscan feeling not
a few Boronganons may have hankered for the good old days
of the Jesuits, since the Franciscan way, with their emphasis
on the poverty of St Francis, differed from that of the Jesuit.
The abolition of the Jesuit commerce, the frequent reprimand
by the friars about their drunkenness, neglect of religious
duties, and evil ways, among others, of the Boronganons
may have been viewed by the latter as infringement on
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Boronganon culture and social structure which the Jesuits
hardly made much improvement on. (It must be recalled
that the Franciscans were not silent about their criticisms of
what they considered as the poor handling by the Jesuits of
the Samar parishes.) In other words, Boronganon hostility
to the Franciscans can be understood in terms of the more
radical molding of the Samareño cultural patterns to the
Spanish Christian culture than what the Jesuits did.
Franciscan Evangelization and Culturation; Formation
of Barangays. Reaction such as this never discouraged the
Franciscans in their evangelization and culturation efforts.
In 1781, shortly after the small Jesuit edifice was burned, Fr.
Jose de Osma built a larger one, all out of stone. From his
little savings, Fr. Juan Navarette added some improvements
in 1843, and in 1853, constructed beautiful round bell tower.
A Spanish writer of 1886 described the Borongan parish
church, and rectory thus:“Iglesia: de mamposteria, techada de
hierro galvanizado, de 31 brazas de longitud, 7-1/2 de latitud,
y 4 de altura, tiene una buena torre... construida en 1853.
Cemeterio: de cota en buen estado, pero la capilla sin techo,
pero ser necesario elevar mas sus cotas. Casa parroquial: de
mamposteria, en estado regular, techada de nipa.” Even as
far back as 1864, the cemetery was already enclosed by a
6-foot stone wall, while the rectory was “bastante especiosa”
even as it served as the casa real, the first floor converted
into a carcel (prison cell).
But more than the baroque church, the Franciscans were
concerned with the people, who must enter it. The friars
who could not comprehend the Boronganon tendency
toward fragmentation, since they identified civilization and
culture with the city, reacted strongly by persuading the
Boronganons to live in the poblacion (town proper) or at
least near it, but with limited success. Theprincipalia (town’s
aristocracy) would not cooperate as the status quo
was very profitable to them. The resistance put up
by luucs(cimarrones or remontados) who fled, hide (luuc) or
were quasi-fugitives from civilization provided the basis for
the formation of the visitas (roughly,barrios) of Borongan.
Aware of the major constraints in gathering the people
in the poblacion, the friars converted the concentration
of luucs into visitas. Such for instance, was the beginning of
the visita (now municipality) of Maydolong, established in
1820 out of many luucs by Fr. Vicente Merida who converted
them to the faith. In 1884, the erstwhile luucs began paying
tribute, already reached as they were by the civil government.
The visitas of Bugas, Suribao, and San Gregorio have been
created in that manner.
Cruickshank gives detailed report by a Franciscan parish
priest of Borongan in 1848 describing the process in detail:
“Last week I made an excursion to the cimarrones of the
mountains, and I returned very content, having left them
all registered and grouped in a visita about six hours away,
three hours by land and a regular trail and the other three
by navigating a grand river. I baptized twenty, five of
whom were adults and the other children, and left eleven
catechumens who wanted baptism who yet do not know
the catechism. I believe they will be baptized at the end of

Lent... and they will begin to pay tribute at the beginning of
next year. This new visita [San Gregorio?] has about three
hundred souls divided into three tribes three hours distant
from a central point where a parish house and chapel have
been made to which they can gather easily. Seven couples
have received the sacrament of marriage; two pairs who are
still catechumens will be married when they are baptized.
The other sixty-five couples with natural marriage will all
be married this year, it being necessary to give them time to
learn the doctrine.”
Religious Education. The Franciscans, it is clear from
this report, emphasized religious instructions, despite
the difficult means of land and sea travel, the lack of
ministers, and the language barrier between the friars and
the Boronganons. Fr. Juan Navarette, for instance, wrote
the catechism of Christian doctrine in Samareño, while Fr.
Antonio Sanchez composed in or probably translated, into
Samareño, various novenas which still survive to date. This
was due to the friars’ attitude toward education, crystallized
by both the Chapter of 1655 and 1663, the latter stating
that one thing a friar pastor should be diligently concerned
with is the school and education because through these,
the parishioners are formed and educated with instruction
and administration, and emerge capable of fulfilling their
Christian duties and of performing governmental functions
when the children become adults.
In keeping with these, Fr. Juan Navarette, out of his own
savings, built in 1843, a school building measuring 108 ft.
long and 30 ft. wide, which housed theescuela de instruccion
primaria (primary school) and the escuela de niñas(school
for girls). This structure was maintained by thecaja de
comunidad, a community fund contributed to by each adult
Boronganon in the amount of half-real. Here the friars
taught catechism, salvation history, music, reading, writing,
arithmetic, practical arts and handicrafts. It is not clear how
the Boronganons responded in terms of attendance, but
certainly those outside the poblacion, more concerned as
they were with their farms, hardly recognized its importance.
Trade and Commerce.. Apart from resettlement,
infrastructure projects and education, the friars also had a
hand in commerce. When in 1859 Feodor Jagor, a German
naturalist, visited Borongan after going to Paric (Dolores),
he noticed that, although commerce on Eastern Samar was
mostly rudimentary, there was something like large-scale
exploitation of natural resources in Borongan. The role of
the Franciscans can be gleaned from the 1865 description
of Borongan agriculture, commerce and trade: “El terreno
cultivado produce muchos bocos, bastante arros, palauan y
camote, con algun abaca, de maderas, ria de ganado vacuno,
cerdos y gallinas, a la caza y a la pesca, y las mujeres al tejido
de guinaras cuyos productos esportan para las islas de Cebu,
Negros y Leite, y con mas frequencia para Manila pudiendo
asegurar que todos los productos de este pueblo se han
duplicado y aun triplicado bajo la celosa direccion del R.F.
Juan Navarette.”
Infrastructural Projects. To facilitate evangelization
and commerce, the friars became road-builders. In 1860
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Fr. Salustiano Bus, with the use of the people’s polo (corve
e labor), opened a road from Borongan to Suribao and Bilid
(Bihid), in the direction of Basey, an idea being revived and
intermittently implemented in our days. The purpose was
to facilitate access to the visitasalong the Suribao river from
thepoblacion, enable the folks to go to church on Sundays
and sell their products in the tabo (weekly fairs). Two of
these visitas, formerly inhabited by luucs (the marginal
people) were established by Fr. Navarette, one in 1845, which
began paying tribute in 1849, and the second, dedicated to
St. Dominic, in 1850. Then in 1873, Fr. Antonio Sanchez,
together with Frs. Felipe Vasquez and Pablo Benavides,
opened a road to Lanang (formerly a visita of Borongan until
1851 when Fr. Jose de Osma made it into a pueblo),Hernani,
Pambujan (now Gen. MacArthur), as far as Salcedo. In 1874,
Fr. Sanchez began the construction of a road from Borongan
to San Sebastian , but this was discontinued most likely
due. among other factors, to the people’s failure to see its
economic and religious importance.
Moro Raids. Aside from the Boronganons themselves,
other factors encumbered the Franciscans’ endeavors,
particularly the Muslim piratical incursions from 1754 to
1778 when these were very frequent on Eastern Samar .
Moreover, the cholera epidemics frequently struck the town,
notably in 1846, 1850, 1785, and 1883, mainly due to the
open wells which were the sources of drinking water. The
seriousness of the piratical raids can be gauged from the
population decline in the east coast from 10,365 in 1770 to
7,272 in 1800. The decrease could be attributed, of course,
more to dispersal to remote areas rather than to captivity
and sale of the bijags (captives) in the Asian slave markets.
Consequently, it became more difficult to evangelize
and culturate the dispersed inhabitants. But even during
these raids, the friars were with them; they initiated and
supervised the construction of the baluartes (forts) in the
1830’s, one located south of the poblacion and the other in
the northeast. One of the recorded Moro raids on Borongan
happened in 1803 when five boatloads of Moros ransacked
one visita, capturing two natives. In 1847, five Boronganons
were taken captives. Experience showed them it was better
to face enemy at sea. Thus, in July 1780, the natives engaged
the Moros aboard 15 boards outside the harbor of the
town. After a five-hour engagement, the Moros lost, with
five captured, over 100 killed, and 4 boats destroyed. No
Boronganon was reported killed.
Cholera Epidemics. The second factor, the cholera
epidemics mentioned above, compounded the problem of
population dispersion. According to Cruickshank, the death
ratio per thousand in Borongan was 20.3 in 1876, 29.6 in
1882, and 57.0 in 1883. In the epidemic of 1883, Borongan
ranked fifth among the hardest hit townships on Eastern
Samar , to wit:
    Town                     
Balangiga
Sulat
Oras

Death Per Thousand  
64.6
60.6
58.9

Ranking
1
2
3
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Paric (Dolores) 57.4
4
Borongan
57.0
5
         
All these factors easily explain why even in 1893, when
Borongan had a total of 9,692 population, its inhabitants
were greatly dispersed. According to Cruickshank, the
dispersion is as follows:
            40.3%
            24.6%
            20.4%
            14.7%

resided in the poblacion
lived outside but within 3 miles from it
lived within 3 to 6 miles
lived within 7 to 12 miles

One can infer from this the success of the Franciscan
effort at reduccion, for only 3,895 lived in the poblacion.
It is instructive to note that among the barrios of
Borongan in 1895, namely, Loom, Tarusan, Campisao,
Palara, and Latay, only Tarusan later on became part of
Borongan poblacion.. But of course, this was more than
what one, given the Boronganon resistance to the compact
village, can bargain for.
Cultural Assimilation. In the final result, the Franciscan
efforts were brought to fruition, even if these fell short of
the world view in which they conceived them. In the 1880’s,
the Boronganons already had beds, furnished their houses
with rooms and even azoteas, and if money warranted, made
it a point to discard the paia orhongot during meals with
visitors. Abaca wear was almost forgotten. Tuba remained
the stuff to gladden the heart, and most preferred wet rice
to palauan. Their produce could reach Manila and Cebu .
In 1869, four boats left Borongan for Manila , and by 1893,
ships were arriving, albeit on an irregular schedule, on
Borongan harbor.   Thanks to the education by the friars,
Boronganons could serve asgobernadorcillo, tenientes,
and capitanes. In the 1880’s, Boronganons themselves
were teaching their townsmen. In 1898, for instance,
when Fr. Antonio Sanchez was the parish priest, there
was a maestro de niños, Eugenio Daza, and one maestra de
niñas, Zosima Saco. Thus the people of Borongan were
incorporated into the Spanish system through the friars.
  Signs of Assimilation. These signs of incorporation are
too numerous tocite.   In the 1890’s, Fr. Antonio Sanchez
opened four more streets of the town. (No wonder then that
most town streets were named after saints who were dear
to the Franciscans.  And if I may remark, I suggest that the
Borongan town officials should not, for the sake of historical
sense and tradition, easily change the names of the streets.
Indeed, I think it is a historical mistake that the name of Real
Street was changed, because Calle Real is the original street
of Borongan. With its renaming, that significance is lost..)
It being one of the central towns of Eastern Samar, one of
the two judicial and treasury staffs for Samar island was
in Borongan. The guardia civil, Spain ’s counterpart to the
national police, was stationed in the town. But the clearest
sign was the increase of population and the presence of
Chinese or Chinese mestizos who partially monopolized
local business:

Total Population of Selected Eastern Samar Towns in 1865,
1893, 1903
Towns
Guiuan
Borongan
Lanang (Llorente)
Sulat
Tubig (Taft)
Oras

1865
12,873
7,671
5,485
4,353
3,274
2,998

1893
11,325
9,692
4,595
4,604
3,434
3,718

1903
11,594
13,667
5,673
5,266
3,031
4,830

Total Number of Chinese on Selected Eastern Samar Towns in
1887, 1892, 1894
Towns
Guiuan
Borongan
Lanang (Llorente)
Sulat
San Julian
Dolores

1887
66
13
5
1
1
2

1892
143
19
7
11
5
2

1894
167
38
13
12
6
6

The Borongan Church. In view of all these, Catholicism, as
a social fact, of which the Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries
were its conduit, cannot thus be gainsaid in the history of
Borongan; its history under Spain is intertwined with the
history of Christian religion. And a monument to that social
fact, was the old church (deliberately torn down in 1960 to
give way to a concretemodern cathedral) which, as already
noted, was originally built under the direction of Fr. Francisco
Diez and, after having been burnt in 1773, rebuilt by Fr. Jose
de Osma in 1781 and expanded by Fr. Juan Navarette in 1843.
In 1853, the latter constructed a round bell tower. (In 1939, Fr
Francisco Palomeras became the first diocesan parish priest
of Borongan and added a second storey to the bell tower; in
1950, Fr. Potenciano Ortega added a third.) The building was
extended in cruciform by Fr. Antonio Sanchez to accommodate
the parishioners. Later, on Fr. Arsenio Figueroa added the
zinc roof and painted the entire church. In 1895-1897, Fr. Gil
Martinez constructed a completely new convento of stone, 35
meters long and 15 meters wide.
The Dios-Dios and the Pulajan Movements. Certainly, the
beauty of the baroque church of 1896 never signified the depth
of how Boronganons embraced the faith. In terms of really
understanding the faith, the nuances were too evident. Those
in the visitas and rancherias mixed pagan beliefs and practices
with Catholicism more deeply and frequently than did those
in thepoblacion--a mixture that paved the way for the rise of a
sect which flourished in Borongan, namely, the Dios-Dios. This
movement, from which the Pulajanes grew, was syncretist
which, among others, promised a new Jerusalem and a new
king, the resurrection of those who died in the epidemics of
1882-1883, protection from Spanish bullets, and eventual
victory through magic and superstitions. In September 1884,
after intensive recruitment, and after two months, some
300 to 400 Dios-Dios adherents attacked Borongan twice.
Knowing the developments, the parish priest and the Spanish
authorities quickly quelled the movement.

IV. CONCLUDING OBSERVATION
           
History of Distortion and Criticism of History. As
he pauses to reflect on this brief account, one readily
infers that the history of Borongan from 1604 to 1898
is more complicated than what most Boronganons
probably think about their past. Thanks to archival and
documentary evidence, many events, hitherto unknown
to many, were uncovered. And even well-known
traditions have appeared differently because they are
now interpreted in a new light. One, it goes without
saying, cannot therefore simply rely on oral history-what has been handed on by word of mouth about what
transpired in Borongan, much less take it as gospel
truth. Because historiography, the writing of history, is
a science, and a critical one at that, it admits of revision
as soon as data hitherto undiscovered demand it.
Criticism of traditions and history of the town should
thus be welcomed, even as history and traditions, if one
is to get into the truth of the historical events behind
them, are always in need of purification and updating.
Of this a number of examples can be given, though one
may suffice.
One of the historical distortions which this short history
corrects is, for instance, the view that the Spanish friars
wereprincipals of colonial appropriation and exploitation.
It is one of the stereotypes which prevailed in the
historiography on the Spanish regime in the Philippines
, no doubt nurtured by the Philippine Propagandists and,
it would seem, by the current Marxist interpretation
of history. This is an unfortunate historiographical
development which contemporary scholars of Philippine
history correctly refute.. Indeed, a sketchy once-over at
the Spanish efforts at evangelization gives the lie to that
historical distortion.
A case in point is the present account of what happened
in Borongan from 1604 to 1898.   Indeed, this history
provides evidence to the idea that one cannot make a
general history of the Philippines , for the nuances and
differences in local histories are far deeper than what
appears. The general picture one gets of the Spanish
regime from standard history books obviously does not
apply probably to most town histories, evidently not to
the history of Borongan.   The truth is, such a view of
the Friars more reflects the general summaries of the
ideas of the Propaganda Movement, rather than the
documentary evidence on what actually transpired in
the rural areas that were remote from the squabbles
between the Filipinos and Spaniards in Manila . Indeed,
the credit for the change of the Boronganon fragmented
and tribal society into a civilized society with a Christian
world view must go first of all to the intermediaries of
the Spanish colonial history, and they were the Christian
missionaries.
The same critical approach must be applied to the socalled Padul-ong to sift the grain from the chaff, but that
could be the subject of another historical essay.*
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List of Parish Priests of the Parish of
Our Lady of the Nativity
1920~ 1921
1922~ 1926
1927
		
1928~ 1933
1934~1936
1937
		
1938~ 1945
1946~ 1948
1949
1950
		
1951~ 1954
1955
1956
		
1957~ 1958

- Fr. Fructuoso Santiago
- Fr. Fr. Jurto Villalba or Cesario Montes
- Fr. Adolfo Cudrado
- Fr. Manuel Moral & Maximo Argando
- Fr. Pedro Mievvo & Luis Aviles
- Fr. Angel Portalatin
- Fr. Francisco Palomeras
- Fr. Simeon Desoloc
- Fr. Juan Quimbo, Jr.
- Fr. Potenciano Horgeta
- Fr. Simeon Desoloc
- Fr. Felix Taña
- Fr. Santos Paco
- Fr. Adriano Adona

1959~ 1960
1961~ 1967
1968
		
1969~ 1974
1975~ 1977
1978~ 1982
1983~ 1989
1990~ 1995
1996~ 1998
1999~ 2002
2003~ 2005
2006~ 2009
2010~ 2015
Present

- Fr. Exequil Singzon
- Msgr. Simeon Desoloc
- Fr. Rolando C. De Guzman
- Msgr. Jose Ma. Ricalde Ong
- Fr. Jose M. Lentejas
- Msgr. Emilliano Balein
- Fr. Pedro Quitorio III
- Msgr. Crescente Japzon
- Fr. Lesme Afable
- Msgr. Lope Robredillo
- Fr. Anacleto Asebias
- Fr. Eutiquio Belizar, Jr.
- Fr. Leroy Geli & Team Ministry
- Fr. Roneil Canillas & Team Ministry

Maupay nga Patron ha Iyo nga Tanan!

Maupay nga Patron ha Iyo nga Tanan!

Ian Carl &
Ralph Justine
Amoyo

Dale Angelo
A. Cabato
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greetings from:

Mr. & Mrs.
Joseph
dela Rosa

Maupay Nga Patron ha Iyo nga Tanan!
greetings from:

Mr. & Mrs.
Ariel Evardone
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EMBIE TRANSPORT Service Route:
Arteche - Borongan, V V
Gamay - Borongan, V V
Jipapad - Borongan, V V
Gamay - Tacloban, V V
Proprietor: Thelma T. Ramos
For reservation, kindly contact # 09173258906
Maupay nga Patron!
greetings from:

Benjie, Thelma & Family
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Kruse
Family

Maupay nga Patron ha Iyo nga Tanan!

Alex & Verna
Operario
children:
Alver Selwyn & Abeah
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Celma & Fausto Yaras
Christian Wixar Ty Lim
Eastern Polymedic
Ellen Grace S. Abude
Gina P. Delgado
Harold P. Labro
Jonie- Allan & Elena & Florenz
Dulfo
Josephine Rivera- dela Rosa
Kris Ann Dala
Luisa J. Payuyao
Luisa M. Duzon
Marilou G. Castillo
Mary Jane G. Gapud
Matilde Lacdao
Mr. & Mrs. Alfredo Cabato, Jr.
Myrna P. Guasis- KAHLUCZI
Convenient Store
Oscar- Noraliza Tañada
Rebecca A. Picardal
Ronnil Jim A. Ladiao
Sarah C. Geroy
Teresa L. Abelgas
Wilma Caspe Tavera

Benefactors:
Benilda A. Oreste
Blesila G. Paracale
Catalina J. Operario
Clarisa P. Desolidad
Dr. Gerry P. Palileo
Edel A. Aboga-a
Elizabeth Aclo- Balita
Evelyn A. Opimo
Hon. Jun M. Gecomo
Ida M. Evardone
Josephine C. Limbo
Ma. Bibian C. Yaput
Ma. Niña M. Puna
Matilde C. Palileo
Mr. & Mrs. Dante R. HERNANI
Sumbilla
Mr. & Mrs. Teodulfo M. Donors:
Coach Wilmar S. Candido
Lucana & Children
Mr. & Mrs. Custodio A.
Pacita A. Aserit
Macabare, Jr.
Rebecca C. Pitogo
Roxanne D. Sumbilla
Benefactors:
Teresita B. Lusico
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel D.
Winefreda C. Acong
Candido & Sons
Zita D. Acampado

Donors:
Aida Anasarias
Elena Lobederio
Emmanuel & Ella Kristine
Celada
Gemma G. Apita
Marvin Rosales
Mega Link
Perla Balagapo
Raymond Rosales
Tracy Lou Obon

ORAS
Benefactors:
Aida S. Isaig
Corazon N. Senofa
Judge Margie Mutia
Palaña
Teresita L. Siosana
Virginia Mutia Raagas

Benefactors:
Alexius & Renzy Abella
Alyson Store
Felisa Malindog & Family
Isabel Ariaso, Novy
Navares & children;
Abelyn, Vincent & Keith
Kier Andrei Gloria
Mr. & Mrs. Joaquin
Lumagbas, Jr. & Children
Mr. & Mrs. Randy Castillo
& daughter Unah Mae
Mr. & Mrs. Raul Romanca
& Brielle
Mrs. Myrna Isaig &
family
Patrocenia Canites
William Kessler Algo

MATARINAO
Donors:
Erlinda Guira
Susan Capara
Irish Capara
Luz Felicen & Family

Benefactors:
Anonymous
Anonymous
Edgardo Juaban
Mr. & Mrs. Aurelio Magalona & Benefactors:
Brent Gaillian M. Dagandan
Family
Glenda Avizo
Mr. & Mrs. Carlos Cunanan
Mr. & Mrs. Cesario Magalona & Glenda Casillano
Jeric Paul Afable
Family
Josefina Ravilas
Mr. & Mrs. Dante Badar
Kit Edgar Balein
Mr. & Mrs. Renato Gaytos
Melchora Boco
Mr. & Mrs. Rey Sabido
Mr. & Mrs. Arnaldo Amosco,
Mr. & Mrs. Ronquillo Salvedia
Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Rufino Garado
Mr. & Mrs. Dario Wilmer
Mr. Nilo Naing
Penaranda
Mrs. Alma Mabansag
Mr. & Mrs. Fernando
Mrs. Angelina de Paz
Cantilang
Mrs. Beatriz Egargo
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Ambil
Mrs. Carmelita Quesada Celis
Mr. & Mrs. Renato Wong &
Mrs. Concordia Luma-in
son Harold Christian
Mrs. Cristita Ablay
Mr. Mrs. Leo Esquierdo &
Mrs. Dolores Delleva & Family
Family
Mrs. Epifania de Vera
Mrs. Eva Diaz
Princess Lexi P. Acala
Mrs. Gregoria Calumpiano
Tita Beato
Mrs. Juana Macawile
Yolanda Morte
Mrs. Luz Perez Tabernilla
SAN JULIAN
Mrs. Mary Grace Soraya Duran
Mrs. Mila Obias
Benefactors:
Mrs. Princilla Badoc
Mr. & Mrs. Kelvin Lisaca &
Mrs. Resalina Abogadie
Family
Mrs. Riza Lozada
Mrs. Rosemarie Amistoso
SALCEDO
Mrs. Sharon Abrera
Mrs. Veronica Miflores
Benefactors:
Orocay Family
Marina Cayosa
Pastor Jr. & Marialyn Dagale
Marsha C. Alde
Masmar D. Delista
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